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            NuGet\Install-Package itext.pdfsweep -Version 4.0.2

            
                
                    
                
            

        


    
        
        
This command is intended to be used within the Package Manager Console in Visual Studio, as it uses the NuGet module's version of Install-Package.
                    
    

    

    
        

            
            <PackageReference Include="itext.pdfsweep" Version="4.0.2" />

            
                
                    
                
            

        


    
        
        
For projects that support PackageReference, copy this XML node into the project file to reference the package.
                    
    

    

    
        

            
            paket add itext.pdfsweep --version 4.0.2

            
                
                    
                
            

        


    
        
        
 The NuGet Team does not provide support for this client. Please contact its maintainers for support.
                    
    

    

    
        

            
            #r "nuget: itext.pdfsweep, 4.0.2"

            
                
                    
                
            

        


    
        
        
#r directive can be used in F# Interactive and Polyglot Notebooks. Copy this into the interactive tool or source code of the script to reference the package.
                    
    

    

    
        

            
            // Install itext.pdfsweep as a Cake Addin
#addin nuget:?package=itext.pdfsweep&version=4.0.2

// Install itext.pdfsweep as a Cake Tool
#tool nuget:?package=itext.pdfsweep&version=4.0.2

            
                
                    
                
            

        


    
        
        
 The NuGet Team does not provide support for this client. Please contact its maintainers for support.
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                                    pdfSweep is an iText add-on that removes (redacts) information from a PDF document in a reliable and secure way.

Remove content from your digital documents irretrievably instead of just covering it up, with just five lines of code.

iText pdfSweep complies with GDPR for data redaction.

How does it work?

	pdfSweep intervenes as you edit a PDF document with iText's document stamping and watermarking tools.
	After adding a digital "blackout bar" over the sensitive text, image or part of an image, pdfSweep changes the document's rendering instructions causing the hidden content of your digital document to become impossible to extract. This works for both text and images, affording you full information security
	Use recurring data or data fields to automate redaction throughout any volume of documents, with a set of predefined patterns for common data such as social security numbers, account numbers, ID numbers etc...
	Define custom redaction areas using coordinates to redact any content within.


Visit our knowledge base to find code samples, manuals, documentation and more.

You can also find its API here.

Try our code in our developer sandbox or use our free apps, all in our iText Demo Lab.
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                Versions
                Compatible and additional computed target framework versions.
            
	
                        .NET Framework
                    	
                                net461
                                net461 is compatible. 
                                net462
                                net462 was computed. 
                                net463
                                net463 was computed. 
                                net47
                                net47 was computed. 
                                net471
                                net471 was computed. 
                                net472
                                net472 was computed. 
                                net48
                                net48 was computed. 
                                net481
                                net481 was computed. 
                    



    
        
        Compatible target framework(s)
    

    
        
        Included target framework(s) (in package)
    

    Learn more about Target Frameworks and .NET Standard.
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                                        NuGet packages  (1)
                                    

                                    
                                        Showing the top 1 NuGet packages that depend on itext.pdfsweep:
                                    

                                    	Package	Downloads
	
                                                        
                                                            itext7.pdfsweep
                                                        
                                                            
                                                        pdfSweep is an iText add-on that allows you to permanently remove or black out sensitive data from your PDF documents.

                                                    	
                                                         53.9K
                                                    



                                    
                                        GitHub repositories
                                    

                                    
                                        This package is not used by any popular GitHub repositories.
                                    

                        

                

                
                    
                        	Version	Downloads	Last updated	
	
                                                
                                                    4.0.2
                                                
                                            	
                                                509
                                            	
                                                2/7/2024
                                            	
	
                                                
                                                    4.0.1
                                                
                                            	
                                                1,470
                                            	
                                                10/25/2023
                                            	


                    

                

                    
                        https://itextpdf.com/itext7release
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                            2.0K
                        

                        
                            Current version
                            509
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                            13
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                Contact
                
                    Got questions about NuGet or the NuGet Gallery?
                

            

            
                Status
                
                    Find out the service status of NuGet.org and its related services.
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                    Read the Frequently Asked Questions about NuGet and see if your question made the list.
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